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Problem 6. Consider sending a packet ofF bits over a path ofQ links. Each link transmits at
R bps. The network is lightly loaded so that there are no queueing delays. Propagation delay is
negligible.

1. Suppose the network is a packet-switched virtual-circuit network. Denote the VC setup time
by ts seconds. Suppose the sending layers add a total ofh bits of header to the packet. How
long does it take to send the file from source to destination?

→ The time to transmit one packet onto a link is(F + h)/R. The time to deliver the packet
overQ links isQ(F + h)/R. Thus the total latency ists + Q(F + h)/R.

2. Suppose the network is a packet-switched diagram network and a connectionless service is
used. Now suppose each packet has2h bits of header. How long does it take to send the
packet?

→ Q(F + 2h)/R

3. Finally, suppose that the network is a circuit-switched network. Further suppose that the
transmission rate of the circuit between source and destination isR bps. Assumingts setup
time andh bits of header appended to the packet, how long does it take to send the packet?

→Because there is no store-and-forward delays at the links, the total delay ists+(h+F )/R.

Problem 7. This elementary problem begins to explore propagation delay and transmission delay,
two central concepts in data networking. Consider two hosts, A and B, connected by a single link
of rateR bps. Suppose that the two hosts are separated bym meters, and suppose the propagation
speed along the link iss meters/sec. Host A is to send a packet to sizeL bits to Host B.

1. Express the propagation delay,dprop, in terms ofm ands.

→ dprop = m/s seconds.

2. Determine the transmission time of the packet,dtrans, in terms ofL andR.

→ dtrans = L/R seconds.

3. Ignoring processing and queuing delays, obtain an expression for the end-to-end delay.

→ dend−to−end = (m/s + L/R) seconds.

4. Suppose Host A begins to transmit the packet at timet = 0. At time t = dtrans, where is
the last bit of the packet?

→ The bit is just leaving Host A.

5. Supposedprop is greater thandtrans. At time t = dtrans, where is the first bit of the packet?

→ The first bit is in the link and has not reached Host B.
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6. Supposedprop is less thandtrans. At time t = dtrans, where is the first bit of the packet?

→ The first bit has reached Host B.

7. Supposes = 2.5 × 108, L = 1500 bits, andR = 1.5 Mbps. Find the distancem so that
dprop equalsdtrans.

→
m =

L

R
S =

1500
1.5× 106

(2.5× 108) = 250 km

Problem 8. Consider the queuing delay in a router buffer (preceding an outbound link). Suppose
all packets areL bits, the transmission rate isR bps, and thatN packets simultaneously arrive at
the buffer everyLN/R seconds. Find the average queuing delay of a packet. (Hint: The queuing
delay for the first packet is zero; for the second packetL/R; for the third packet2L/R. TheN th
packet has already been transmitted when the second batch of packets arrives.)

→ It takesLN/R seconds to transmit theN packets.
Thus, the buffer is empty when a batch ofN packets arrive.
The first of theN packets has no queueing delay.
The 2nd packet has a queueing delay ofL/R seconds.
Then th packet has a delay of(n− 1)L/R seconds.
The average delay is

1
N

N∑

n=1

(n− 1)L/R =
L

R

1
N

N−1∑

n=1

n =
L

R

1
N

(N − 1)N
2

=
L

R

N − 1
2

.

Problem 9. Read RFC 959 for FTP. List all of the client commands that are supported by the RFC.

→Access control commands:USER, PASS, ACT, CWD, CDUP, SMNT, REIN, QUIT.
Transfer parameter commands:PORT, PASV, TYPE STRU, MODE.
Service commands: RETR, STOR, STOU, APPE, ALLO, REST, RNFR, RNTO,

ABOR, DELE, RMD, MRD, PWD, LIST, NLST, SITE, SYST, STAT,
HELP, NOOP.

Problem 11.Suppose within your Web browser you click on a link to obtain a Web page. The IP
address for the associated URL is not cached in your local host, so a DNS look-up is necessary
to obtain the IP address. Suppose thatn DNS servers are visited before your host receives the IP
address from DNS; the successive visits incur an RTT of RTT1, · · · ,RTTn. Further suppose that
the Web page associated with the link contains exactly one object, consisting of a small amount
of HTML text. Let RTT0 denote the RTT between the local host and the server containing the
object. Assuming zero transmission time of the object, how much time elapsed form when the
client clicks on the link until the client receives the object?
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→ The total amount of time to get the IP address is RTT1+RTT2 + · · ·+RTTn.
Once the IP address is known, RTT0 elapses to set up the TCP connection and another RTT0

elapses to request and receive the small object.
The total response time is2RTT0+RTT1+RTT2 + · · ·+RTTn

Problem 12. Review the details on how a new peer joins in the Gnutella network. We are about
to ask what happens when a peer leaves the Gnutella network. Suppose every participating node
maintains TCP connections to at least four distinct peers at all times. Suppose PeerX, which has
five TCP connections to other peers, wants to leave.

1. First consider the case of a graceful departure, that is, PeerX explicitly closes his applica-
tions, thereby gracefully closing its five TCP connections. What actions would each of the
five formerly connected peers take?

→ In this case, each of the five Gnutella clients immediately learns that it has one less
neighbor. Consider one of these five clients, called, Bob. Suppose Bob has only three
neighbors after X drops out. Then Bob needs to establish a TCP connection with another
peer. Bob should have a fresh list of active peers; he sequentially contacts peers on this list
until one accepts his TCP connection attempt.

2. Now suppose thatX abruptly disconnects from the Internet without notifying its five neigh-
bors that it is closing the TCP connections. What would happen?

→ In this case, Bob does not immediately know that X has departed. Bob will only learn
about X’s departure when it attempts to send a message (query or ping) to X. When Bob
attempts to send a message, Bob’s TCP will make several unsuccessful attempts to send the
message to B. Bob’s TCP will then inform the Gnutella client that X is down. Bob will then
try to establish a TCP connection with a new peer to rebuild a fifth connection.

Problem 13.Review the reverse-path routing of the QueryHit messages in Gnutella. Suppose that
Alice issues a Query message. Further suppose that Bob receives the Query messages (which may
have been forwarded by several intermediate peers) and has a file that matches the query.

1. Recall that when a peer has a matching file, it sends a QueryHit message along the re-
verse path of the corresponding Query message. An alternative design would be for Bob
to establish a direct TCP connection with Alice and send the QueryHit message over this
connection. What are the advantages and disadvantages of such an alternative design?

→ The advantage of sending the QueryHit message directly over a TCP connection from
Bob to Alice is that the QueryHit message is routed by the underlying Internet without
passing through intermediate peers; thus, the delay in sending the message from Bob to
Alice should be substantially less. The disadvantage is that each peer that has a match would
ask Alice to open a TCP connection; Alice may therefore have to opens tens or hundreds of
TCP connections for a given query. Furthermore, there will be additional complications if
Alice is behind a NAT (see Chapter 4).
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2. In this Gnutella protocol, when the peer Alice generate a Query message, it inserts a unique
ID in the message’s MessageID field. When the peer Bob has a match, it generates QueryHit
message using the same MessageID as the Query message. Describe how peers can use the
MessageID field and local routing tables to accomplish reverse-path routing.

→When a QueryHit message enters a peer, the peer records in a table the MessageID along
with an identifier of the TCP socket from which the message arrived. When the same peer
receives a QueryHit message with the same MessageID, it indexes the table and determines
the socket to which it should forward the message.

3. An alternative approach, which does not use message identifiers, is as follows. When a
query message reaches a peer, before forwarding the message, the peer augments the query
message with its IP address. Describe how peers can use thie mechanism to accomplish
reverse-path routing.

→ When the Query message reaches Bob, it contains an ordered list of all the IP addresses
of the peers the message passed through between Alice and Bob. When Bob sends back a
QueryHit message, it would copy the ordered list into the message. When a peer receives
the QueryHit message, it can use the list to determine the next peer in the reverse path.

Problem 14.Suppose Alice is sending email to Bob. How is Alice’s email delivered to Bob? Bob
uses mutt for his email application. Name any email application of your choice for Alice, and list
the email protocols that are used at each step (1), (2), and (3).

→ (1) SMTP (e.g., Outlook) or HTML (e.g., GMail )
(2) SMTP
(3) POP3 or IMAP
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